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We study the h8-g*-g transition form factor by using the h8 wave function constrained by the experimental
data on the h8-g*-g transition form factor provided by CLEO and L3 . We also take into account the
contribution of the possible gluonic content of the h8 meson.
PACS number~s!: 12.38.BxThe large branching ratios of B→h8Xs and B→h8K de-
tected by CLEO @1,2# enhanced the importance of the QCD
transition form factors Fh8g*g[H(q12 ,q12 ,mh8
2 ). The mecha-
nisms using this transition form factor to explain these large
decay rates are based on the b→sg* penguin transition fol-
lowed by the decay g*→h8g @3–8# or on the transitions
g*g*, g*g→h8 @9,10#. The transition form factors Fh8g*g
being used are either extracted from the experimental data of
c→h8g @3,9,10#, or based on phenomenological consider-
ation @4,8#, or calculated by assuming pseudoscalar coupling
between h8 and a quark pair @5#. Thus a question arises:
What is the relation between the form factor Fh8g*g used in
the above references and the wave function of h8? Provided
that the form factors Fh8g*g used in these references are not
the same, which one can be gotten from the calculation based
on the structure of h8? Thus studying the QCD transition
form factor Fh8g*g is not only important in investigating the
dynamics of h8 production from B decays, but also in de-
tecting the structure of h8.
The h8 meson is particularly different from the flavor
octet meson: p , K. It is mainly a singlet meson. According to
the QCD anomaly it is much heavier than the massless Glod-
stone boson @11#. Because of its singlet structure the h8 me-
son may have gluonic content. Since two decades ago its
gluonic structure has been studied in QCD sum rules @12#.
Recently the experimental data on the h8g*g transition form
factor from CLEO @13# and L3 @14# pushed forward the de-
velopment of the investigations of the quark structure of h8
@15#. A new qq¯2ss¯ ~here qq¯ means uu¯ and dd¯ ) mixing
scheme was developed @16#. The calculation based on the h8
wave function successfully describes the experimental data
on the h8g*g transition form factor over a wide range of the
virtual photon momentum squared, 1 GeV2<Q2
<15 GeV2. Here the momentum squared of the virtual
gluon in the production of h8 from B decay can vary from
1 GeV2 to 25 GeV2. Is the situation in g*g→h8 or g*
→h8g transition similar to the g*g→h8 transition? Maybe
not because of the particular QCD structure of h8. The QCD
anomaly and gluonic content in the h8 may play important
role in the h8-g*-g transition. The QCD axial anomaly de-
termines the behavior of the h8-g*-g transition form factor
at small momentum transfer, i.e., in the soft limit Q2→0. In
the range Q2>1 GeV2 gluonic content of h8 may have
some contributions, which will make difference between the
h8-g*-g transition and h8-g*-g transition.0556-2821/2000/61~5!/054007~4!/$15.00 61 0540In this work we use the wave function of h8 to calculate
the h8-g*-g transition form factor Fh8g*g at the large mo-
mentum transfer region Q2>1 GeV2. We not only take into
account the quark content of h8 but also test how much the
gluonic content contributes.
In the 1/A2uuu¯1dd¯ & and uss¯& mixing scheme @16# the
parton Fock state decomposition can be expressed as
uh8&5sin fuhq8&1cos fuhs8&1uG&, ~1!
where f is the mixing angle, and uhq8&;1/A2uuu¯1dd¯ &,
uhs8&;uss¯& , uG&;ugg&. In Eq. ~1! uhq8& and uhs8& are quark
Fork states, and uG& is the gluonic Fock state. uG& and uhq8&,
uhs8& are not independent. Because uhq8& and uhs8& are non-
flavor-octet, the evolution of their wave function will mix
with the two-gluon state. In Ref. @17# the evolution equation
for the wave functions of the mixing qq¯ and gg¯ state has
been derived. The eigenfunctions have been calculated. After
a few simple steps of algebraic procedures, one finds
C i
q~m2,x !5 f ifq~m2,x !,
fq~m2,x !56x~12x !H 11 (
n52,4, FBnqS as~m02!as~m2!D
g1
n
1rn
gBn
gS as~m02!
as~m
2!
D g2n GCn3/2~2x21 !J ,
C i
g~m2,x !5 f ifg~m2,x !,
fg~m2,x !5x~12x !H (
n52,4, F rnqBnqS as~m02!as~m2!D
g1
n
1Bn
gS as~m02!
as~m
2!
D g2n GCn215/2 ~2x21 !J , ~2!
where the superscripts q and g indicate the ‘‘quark’’ and
‘‘gluon’’ content, i denotes the meson state composed of the
qq¯ pair, and f i is the decay constant of the relevent meson
state of qq¯ . The parameter x is the momentum fraction car-
ried by the parton. Here m is the scale of the hard process,
which may be taken to be the momentum transfer Q2 in-
volved in the hard process. g1
n
, g2
n
, rn
g
, rn
q are not free©2000 The American Physical Society07-1
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3/2 and Cn
5/2 are
Gegenbauer polynomials. m0 is the reference scale and we
take m050.5 GeV in our calculation. Because of the general
symmetry properties of the wave functions of the two-
particle bound state of a neutral pseudoscalar meson, the
quark wave function satisfies fq(x)5fq(12x), and for the
gluon function fg(x)52fg(12x).
The diagrams of the h8-g*-g transition amplitude are
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Note that we do not include the
diagrams with s-channel gluon exchange between the g*g
and qq¯ ~gg! here, because they are color suppressed in the
case that qq¯ ~gg! will hadronize into mesons. According to
the symmetry propertis of the gluon wave function, it is eas-
ily found that Fig. 2~c! does not contribute to this amplitude.
The contribution of the quark wave function to the
h8-g*-g vertex ~see Fig. 1! is
Tq5cE
0
1
dx
1
4N f
q~Q2,x !Tr@g5pTHq # ,
c5cq f q sin f1cs f scosf , ~3!
where N is the color number, TH
q is the hard amplitude of the
quark parton contribution. cq5A2, cs51, f q and f s are the
decay constant of hq8 and hs8 , respectively. The gluon wave
function contribution is ~Fig. 2!
Tg5cE
0
1
dx
1
4N f
g~Q2,x !i«abrsqalb~THg !rsmn , ~4!
here q5(p1q2)/Q , l5(p2q2)/Q , and Q25q12. Q2 can be
chosen as the evolution scale of the wave functions.
The h8g*g transition form fator Fh8g*g can be defined
through
Tq1Tg5Fh8g*g~q1
25Q2,q2250,mh8
2
!dab«abmnq1aq2b .
~5!
FIG. 1. The quark content contribution to the h8g*g transition.
FIG. 2. The gluonic content contribution to the h8g*g transi-
tion.05400The indices a and b are SU(3)c generator indices. Calculat-
ing the Feynman graphs shown in Figs. 1 and 2, we can
obtain
Fh8g*g~q1
25Q2,q2250,mh8
2
!
54pas~Q2!~cq f qsin f1cs f scos f!
3H 12NE01dxfq~Q2,x !F 1~x22x !p21~12x !q12
1@x↔~12x !#G2 12Q2E01dxfg~Q2,x !
3F @11x~12x !#p22xq12
~x22x !p21~12x !q1
2 1@x↔~12x !#G J . ~6!
The decay constants f q , f s and the mixing angle f have
been constrained from the avialable experimental data, f q
5(1.0760.02) f p , f s5(1.3460.06) f p , f539.3061.00
@16#. The free parameters exist in the evolution functions
fq(Q2,x) and fg(Q2,x) @see Eq. ~2!#. They are Bnq and Bng ,
n52,4, . . . . The fit to the experimental data of the h8-g
transition form factor shows that fq(Q2,x) should not be
much different from the asymptotic form fAS(x)56x(1
2x), i.e., the parameters Bnq and rngBng should be small
enough (rng are not free parameters, see the Appendix!. The
parameters g1
n and g2
n are negative and their absolute values
increase with n. Consequently it is a good approximation to
consider only the first one or two terms in the expansion of
the wave function fq(Q2,x) and fg(Q2,x). In this work we
only take into account the first term in the expansion of the
wave functions. We keep uB2
qu and ur2
gB2
gu,0.1 in order to
keep the constriant of the experiment data of the h8-g tran-
sition form factor. Because r2
g520.05, we take uB2gu,2.0.
If we adopt the constraints uB2
qu,0.1, uB2
gu,2.0, we find
that the contribution of the gluon wave function is very
small, it can be neglected. Because the gluonic contribution
is so small, the dominant contribution comes from the
asymptotic quark wave function. The dependence of the
QCD transition form factor Fh8g*g on the free parameters B2q
and B2
g is extremely weak. As an example, we present the
functional form of Fh8g*g with B2
q50, B2
g52.0 in Fig. 3.
We can see from the figure, after taking into account the
gluonic wave function, the total result is not different greatly
from the quark wave function contribution.
In Fig. 4 we compare our result ~solid curve in Fig. 4!
with what were used in the literature: ~i! in Refs. @5,9,10# the
h8-gluon transition form factor is taken as
H(0,0,mh8
2 )/(q12/mh8
2
21), where H(0,0,mh8
2 ) is a phenom-
enonolgical parameter which should be extracted from the
branching ratio of c→h8g , H(0,0,mh8
2 )’1.8 GeV21 ~see
the dashed curve in Fig. 4!; ~ii! in Refs. @4,8# the form factor
is taken as A3as(Q2)/(p f p) ~see the dot-dashed curve in
Fig. 4!. Our result is very close to 1.8 GeV21/(q2/mh8
2
21). If we take H(0,0,mh8
2 )51.7 GeV21, the curve is even7-2
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of c→h8g is needed to extracted the parameter H(0,0,mh8
2 );
here we do not need to extract the parameter H(0,0,mh8
2 ).
The structure of h8 can determine the behavior of the form
factor Fh8g*g completely. It is also possible to calculate
Fh8g*g* by using the same method. Certainly a large number
of experiments such as pp→h8x , pph8, etc., are needed to
test the behavior of the h8-gluon transition form factor. The
behavior of the h8-gluon transition form factor is not only
important in investigating the dynamics of h8 production
from B decays, but also in determining the structure of h8.
Thus such kinds of experiments are urgently needed.
The summary: we calculated the QCD transition form fac-
tor Fh8g*g(Q2,0,mh8
2 ) by using the wave function of h8
which is abtained by solving the evolution equation @17#. We
included the gluonic wave function in our calculation. We
find within the possible free parameter region, the gluonic
contribution is small, and the QCD transition form factor
Fh8g*g does not depend on the free parameters greatly.
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APPENDIX
The parameters gn and rn in Eq. ~2!:
g6
n 5
1
2 $gqq
n 1ggg
n 6A~gqqn 2gggn !214ggqn gqgn %, ~A1!
FIG. 3. The QCD transition form factor Fh8g*g(Q2,0,mh8
2 ). The
dot-dashed curve is the contribution of the quark wave function, the
dashed curve is the gluonic contribution (B2250, B2g52.0), and the
solid one is the total contribution.05400gqq
n 5
CF
b H 2~n11 !~n12 ! 2124 (j52
n11 1
j J , ~A2!
where CF5 43 , b5(11N22n f)/3, N is the number of color,
n f is the number of the active quarks:
ggq
n 5
n f
b
2
~n11 !~n12 ! , ~A3!
gqg
n 5
CF
b
n~n13 !
~n11 !~n12 ! , ~A4!
ggg
n 5
4N
b H 2~n11 !~n12 ! 2 (j52
n11 1
j 2
1
12 2
n f
6NJ , ~A5!
where n>1.
Pn5
g1
n 2gqq
n
g1
n 2g2
n
, Qn5
gqg
n
g1
n 2g2
n
, ~A6!
rn
g52
1
6
Qn
12Pn
, rn
q56
Pn
Qn . ~A7!
FIG. 4. The comparison of Fh8g*g which we obtain with others
used in literature: ~i! The solid curve is the result calculated based
on the h8 wave function; ~ii! the dashed curve is for
H(0,0,mh8
2 )/(q12/mh8
2
21) with H(0,0,mh8
2 )51.8 GeV21; ~iii! the
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